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A Model of the Surface State Distribution for AIN/GaAs System
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ectrical properties of metal- insulator-semiconductor (ll lS) of
structure i{ere i
gated

Al N/GaAs

nvesti
by capaci tance-vottase idjvj .no
i.sothermal capacitance transient ipectroicopi, (iaTSi: An energeticat
ly
discrete level !8.-9.9{gv). near the interfaie ual ietected d* uv ttre
lCTS.and analysis of C-V characteristics by tne iirnran method.
From
simultaneous measurements of^n-GaAs and p-GaAs llts siructure, theie the
exits another discrete level of hute densiiv (Sc-O.geVj'at the interface.

A model

of interf ace state o istribuiion*f or ni Nrcals *vl{.,i

presented.

1.

Introduction
The understand i ng and control of the
electrical and structural characteristics of

the

lll-v

is

Rinning of Efs which made it difficult to
reveal the true face of the i nterface by an
electrical method5). There is arso a problem
of the residual native oxides of the host
semiconductor hetueen t-S interface, uhich is
known to have the complex phases6), bringing
some problem of reproduci bi I i ty of fabr i cating f'l- l-S structure.
Recently ue have reported the successful
lou-temperature deposition of AIN on n-GaAs
and n- | nP to make N- t -S structure?), for
which the drastic reduction of Nss near the
conduction band uas achievedS). The result is
qu ite reproducible and ue think that
this is
enabled by ? successive growth of GaAs and
AIN in the same Srowth chamber by ll0CVD to
exclude the formation of the complex native
oxides. In this paper ue extend our study to
F-GaAs |u|-l-s structure to evaluate electrical
characteristics of the Seneral ized AIN/GaAs
l-S interf ace. Fol louing sections include extended experimental data supporting our prev ious study f or n-GaAs ll - | - S sys t.n8) ,
characteristics of AIN/p-GaAs interface and
conclusion of our model of interface state

semiconductor surface and interface

are of great inportance both technologically
and physically. presenily Fermi level at the
surface or interface (Ets) is pinned durinS
metal and/or insulator deposition regardless
of uhat foreign atoms are deposited, uhereas,
on the contrary, very lotl surface-state densitV (Nss) results at the lattice-matched
seniconductor heterojunction. The mechanism
of pinning, therefore, has been a controversial subject and several models have been
reportedl-4). None of the models, however,
can be necessari ly appl icable to al I the real
interfaces! some are good only for metalsemiconductor ( ll-S ) interface, Brd others
are good for heterojunction or i nsu I atorsetniconductor ( | -S ) interface.
For the case of l-S interface, it is
diff icult to construct a rationalized pinning
model since rlell-defined electrical and
structural experilnents are lacking, The
reason is partially because, in the present
| | l -V l'|- | -S system, there is aluays a strong

distribution.
135

2. Experimental
Details of the growth procedures of AIN
on GaAs are reported elseuhere?). lt is
noted here that lower Nss ttas obtained when
grouing n- or p-GaAs epitaxial lavers
(typical ly at 650oC) tol loued by an Al N
depos i t i on (th ickness of ?00i, typical ly at
3?0oC) in the same reactor. For the characterization purpose, sone diodes are made on
bulk'GaAs uith AsH3 pre-treatnent for which
Nss is someuhat higher than an epitaxial GaAs

3O3E, Au/AlN/n-GoAs
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[j.s. I C-V character i st i cs of Au/A I N/nGaAs(epitaxial layer) structure. The inset
shows d.ependence of C on f requency for

A llls diode uas fabricated by evaporating Au or Al and soldering Indiun for a
back ohnic contact. C-V characteristics shoun
in th.is paper were taken uith a voltage sueep
rate of 0.5Vlsec from negative to positive
gate voltage (V6).

Al/Al N/nt-GaAs

at

V6=ggY.
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3. Results and Internretation
a\ AIN/n-GaAs_systen
A typical C-V character i st i cs of
Au/AlN/n-CaAs system is shovn in Fig. I for
f reguency range between DC to 5 ltlllz. The
frequency dispersion of the capacitance for
this diode is thought to be quite snal I if
considering some of the dispersion at the accumulation side is coning fron AIN insulating
film itself as shoun in the inset for the
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Fis. 2 Nss distribution for a NIS diode calculated from lMHz C-V characteristics. Note
that bulk GaAs was used as a semiconductor.

/Al N/n+-GaAs structure.
In the previous paper $e have shoun that
the peak I ( Ec-0.65eV) observed i n the Nss

Al

vs. energy prof ile (Fig. 2> is a

late the defect concentration and the results
are plotted in the left half of Fig. B as a
function of the fixed gate bias. lt is clear
that the shape of bias dependence of the ICTS
signal and the peak I in the Nss vs. bias
plot ( tfre right half of Fig. 3 which is converted from Fig. 2> are quite simi lar, indicating that the same level involved in two
different methods. For the next stepr u€

semi-

discrete defect level by conparing it uith
lsothermal Capaci tance Transient Spectroscopy
(ICTS), To prove this further ue measure the
ICTS intensity ttith an appropriate bias,
pulsing and temperature conditions. In order
to pick up the signal f ron peak 1, following
neasurenent conditions are usedl temperature
T=29?Kr electron injection by pulsint the
Sate voltate to VC=18V uith a duration of
5msec. 0bta i ned I CTS peak- i ntens i ty Has
divided by the junction capacitance to corre-

of the enission tine constant of the peak 1 at two fixed
bias conditions (fV and 6V which correspond
measured temperature dependence

to

both side of the peak ), expectinS tuo
different activation energies since the peakl
136
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level (see insets of Fig. 4) suggests larter
cross section for 6V bias. Since, for 6V
bias, the level at the interface is rnainly
involved cross section of the level al the
interface seems to be larger than that in the
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The resu I ts and d i scuss i on here have
shoun the Nss prof i I e deduced by the Terman
method is correct in terms of energy scale
since the enerty is calibrated by determining
the energy depth of the peak I independenily
f rotn the Arrhenius plot of the ICTS signal.
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Fix. 3 ICTS intensity of peak I as a function
of gate bias (left). Nss distribution vs gate
bias for the sane sample (righ1).
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b)AlN/p-GaAs svstem
'
An AIN/p-GaAs structure tlas fabricated
for which p-GaAs uas epitaxially groun on p+-

"ri

substrate. C-V characteristics of this
diode is shoun in the inset of
Fig. 5;
the behavior is quite synnetrical to that of
the n-GaAs t'l- | -S d i ode f or the gate b ias. I t
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ly noted that there is a deep
depletion at the depletion- inversion side,
very simi lar to n-GaAs case. This deep
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appears uhen a sample is irradiated hy a subbandgap I ieht. Therefore He speculated that
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F'is. _e Temperature dependence of ent iss ion
time constant for peak l. Circles are taken
at V6=$!, squares at VG=6V,

the deep-depletion is due to the strong pinning to an interface state of huge density.
The Nss profi le of AIN/p-GaAs system is
calculatedg) by the Terman nrethod and shoun
in Fi8. 5 together uith AIN/n-GaAs system of
Fig. 2. There is a renarkable fit of the

distribution. Arrhenius plots are shown in Fig.4, however,
shouing the exactly same value for tuo condit i ons ( Ec - Et=0.644eV, note for a qu i te
simi lar value for the peak I in Fig. 2>. This
fact suggests that the level I (corresponding
to peak l) is an energetically discrete level
seems

especial

have some energy

steep increase of Nss atr Ec-0.geV for both nand p-GaAs N-l-S system, strongly indicating
that the deep depletion results because of
pinning to a defect of huge density. Also the
type of this defect looks discrete from its
narrou energy d istr'ibut ion.

rather than a continuous or semi-discrete
(bound of r number of discrete levels) one.
Furthermore, since Efs is different for 3V
and 6V bias and yet the same discrete level
is detected, the level I should exist extendin6 into the seniconductor. lt is noted here
that electron enission properties of this

4.

Discussion

a model of AIN/6aAs interface state distribution based on the experimental data shown above. First $e observed a reduction of f reguency dispersion of
Here ue propose

r37

face states and the level I can be decreased
in a, proper As-treatment vhich will be
reported elseuherel0). The concentration of
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the level 2, however, remain unchanged in the
course of our present experiment. Because of
its high density, He think that this is the
level rlhich strongly pins the surface potential in the f-S interface and could he in the
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Fis.5

Nss distribution for AIN/GaAs interface. The upper curve Has determined for ntype t-lls and the louer one tlas f rom p-type
sample. The inset shows C-V characteristics

for

Au/AlN/p-GaAs

structure at

ll'lHz.
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